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EVCA	Statement	Regarding	Fred	Kelly	Grant	
	

The Electronic Vaping Coalition of America is proud to work with Fred Kelly Grant, Esq. on our coordination strategies.  
Mr. Grant is well known as a selfless patriot, a constitutional scholar, and the nation’s most respected and highly esteemed 
expert regarding laws on coordination.  

 
It has come to our attention that many in the vaping industry are questioning the recent change in status regarding Mr. 
Grant’s law license in the state of Maryland.  To put it simply, this is much ado about nothing because the revocation was 
something the Mr. Grant personally requested.  Here are the facts: 
 
Fred Kelly Grant jointly petitioned with Maryland Bar Counsel to suspend his Maryland bar license, effective on July 3, 
2017. This does NOT affect his ability to practice in other states, and it does not affect his ability to continue his 
coordination and private property work in all fifty states. Mr. Grant chose this action in Maryland as a result of health 
issues he had that barred him from traveling back to Maryland to complete a case he had started.  Mr. Grant recently 
survived two life-threatening illnesses that involved hospitalization and installation of a pacemaker to supplement his 5-
bypass heart surgery.  When he was finally strong enough to travel and to complete the work the Maryland case required, 
he was involved in a serious car accident and was taken by ambulance to a hospital in Boise, Idaho, where it was 
discovered he had developed a very dangerous blood clot in his lung and a very serious hernia that could not be repaired 
due to the blood clot.  The doctors restricted him from travel and from doing most of his usual work.  After several 
months of recuperation, Mr. Grant endured yet another life-threatening surgery to deal with these issues.  He was still not 
allowed to fly, and to finish the case in Maryland he would have had to travel from Idaho to Maryland by train, bus, or 
automobile – all of which were less than ideal, especially for an 80 - year old man recovering from several major surgeries 
in addition to injuries sustained in a car accident.  He is still not fully recovered, and was only cleared for travel shortly 
before the recent Coordination hearing in Hartland, Wisconsin. While he was not happy to petition for the license 
suspension in Maryland, he felt it was the best choice at the time, considering his extreme health needs and inability to 
work or travel at that time.  
 
Recent comments and information put forth by those who have no true knowledge of the facts have bordered on slander 
and will be dealt with as such if they continue.  
 
Mr. Grant (and we at the Electronic Vaping Coalition of America) are extremely proud of the 53+ years of law practice 
during which Mr. Grant has been an active force in changing laws and helping citizens to find reprieve from egregious 
federal regulatory burdens.  In the past 28 years, he has given more free hours to local governments, landowners, ranchers, 
farmers, miners, and loggers fighting against the federal and state governments than he has put into paying work.  He is a 
true, honorable patriot who cares deeply about individual freedom, and adherence to the Constitution. His record speaks 
for itself, as do the hundreds of individuals who have been helped by his selfless devotion to the cause of freedom.  

	


